**Data Walls Cut Points – Partial List**

The following data indicators already have established performance bands, so we recommend using the existing ones rather than creating new cut points. The attachments provide more detail for Fountas & Pinnell (F&P) and for SRI (Note the new grade-level performance bands for SRI set at higher Lexile levels -- Scholastic has revised them to align with the higher demands of the Common Core, towards College & Career Readiness. The base level for reading college-level texts is 1387.)

**DIBELS:** Above Benchmark, At Benchmark, Below Benchmark, Well Below Benchmark

**F&P:** Above Benchmark, At Benchmark, Approaching Benchmark, Below Benchmark within a grade-level

**OR**

Use the appropriate End of Fall, End of Winter, and End of Spring levels to indicate what grade level a student is reading at, rather than whether they are above or below benchmark within a grade. This may be a more useful way to show where students are on a Data Wall that is organized by Grade-Level Reading (so, for example, you can see which 2nd graders are reading at a 4th grade level, rather than just seeing that they are "Above Benchmark" for 2nd grade).

**SRI:** Above Grade Level, At Grade Level, One Grade Below Grade Level, Multiple Grades Below Grade Level (using new Common Core/College & Career Readiness Lexile bands)

**OR**

Use the student's Lexile to determine what their grade level is (so, for example, you can see which 9th graders are reading at a 4th grade level, rather than just seeing that they are "Multiple Grades Below Grade Level" for a 9th grade student. This might be a more useful way to show where students are on a Data Wall that is organized by Grade-Level Reading.

**Chronic Absence:** Satisfactory Attendance (5% or less), At-Risk (5.1%-9.9%), Moderate Chronic Absence (10%-19.9%), Severe Chronic Absence (20% or more)

**CELDT:** Beginning, Early Intermediate, Intermediate, Early Advanced, Advanced

**Benchmarks:** Typically divided into Above Benchmark, At Benchmark, Approaching Benchmark, Below Benchmark bands in Edusoft
Others:

**A-G Completion:** Pending

**GPA:** Pending

**Credits:** High schools to set minimum credits for On-Track at each grade level

**CAHSEE:** For Grade 10 and above, Passed CAHSEE, Passed ELA section only, Passed Math section only, Passed neither section

**Suspension:** Propose
0 suspensions = Satisfactory,
1 suspension = Risk,
2 or more = High Risk

**RSP/SDC** Label the proper designation